

Host John A says:
**** Begin Pharaoh Mission***** " The Broken Dreams of Man"

OPS Stidd says:
::Looks over reports sent from the Vulcan Science Academy::

FCO Horn says:
::at helm control::

TO Williams says:
::Sits at TAC-2 never knowing what will happen to him::

CNS Solok says:
::Sits at desk perusing crew evaluations::

CPO Zimmerman says:
::working on a panel outside engineering. he jumps back a bit a small jolt of current zaps him. he smiles::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::Looks over some Medical reports trying to catch up from the LOA::

OPS Stidd says:
Computer: Activate sci 1 at this terminal and run Stidd23

CEO Starks says:
:: in mess hall going over a padd drinking a cup of coffie ::

CPO Zimmerman says:
::and looks at the magnetic wrench in his hand.  he remembers the first time he was shocked by a panel::

OPS Stidd says:
Computer: Configure ops for Stidd 4 layout.

FCO Horn says:
::tapping console, making minute adjustments to assure a smooth flight::

TO Williams says:
::Stares at the FCO, wishing he was with the Bajorans, so he could deal with him for his little stunt....::

TO Williams says:
::Continues his report on Internal Security::

Host John A says:
ACTION: An Oaken door, arched at the top, appears at the back of the bridge. The sound of a brass knocker echoes from the other side

FCO Horn says:
::turns head and looks  at door::

TO Williams says:
::Grabs his phaser and wheels around:: ALL: What the

CPO Zimmerman says:
::another spark flies. Zimm curses and talks to self::30 years and they can't fix these damn relays so the magnetic induction is negated.

OPS Stidd says:
::Turns to look at the door::

CTO Riker says:
TO: Ryan when you get done with that report  id like to see it if I may

CSO Ikari says:
::looks around the bridge::  ALL: I suppose we should answer...?

OPS Stidd says:
::Gets up and goes to the door:: all: Fascinating

CTO Riker says:
::  scratches his head ::

TO Williams says:
CO: As head of security, may i?

CTO Riker says:
::goes over and open the door ::

Host John A says:
CO Fowler says: ::stands:: All:  Carefully...

OPS Stidd says:
All: Mid to late 18th century  I would guess.

TO Williams says:
::Grins at OPS: OPS: THAT will help us for SURE...

Host John A says:
CO Fowler says: TO: Do it. CTO: Cover him Tim

CPO Zimmerman says:
::takes out his tricorder and scans the panel. talks to self:: Hhhmmm.  The magnetic relays are out of spec .::taps comm badge::

CSO Ikari says:
OPS: I think the fact that there's a big door in the middle of the bridge is of a little more importance, don't you?

CNS Solok says:
::Finishes the evaluations and notes the time. Self: It's almost time::

TO Williams says:
::Slowly walks for the door, holding the phaser in his sweaty hand::

CNS Solok says:
::Heads for the bridge::

Tomure says:
::enters through the doorway smiling:: CO: I told you Nancy that we would meet again.

TO Williams says:
::Lays his hand on the doorknob, as he turns it, there is a small creek::

Tomure says:
::Takes Nancy's hand and gently raises it to his lips, he lightly kisses the back of it, all the while he continues to look into her eyes with just a hint of a smile on his face.:: CO: Mon Capitan.  I have missed you so over the past weeks.  Have you missed me?

CTO Riker says:
:: follows ryan ::

CTO Riker says:
TO: maybe its  the  boogie man  

OPS Stidd says:
::Looks at Tomure and nods:: Greetings Tomure.

CSO Ikari says:
::rolls his eyes::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::finishes the Medical Reports & gets up walking out of SB::

Tomure says:
::Looks at CTO:: Put that toy away before you hurt someone, namely yourself.

CPO Zimmerman says:
*CEO* :Lt. Starks, I've discovered some problems with mag switches in the tertiary odn lines.  It's not serious, but I'd like to fix it.  I'd like a repair crew to get on it.

Host John A says:
CO Fowler says:: Mr. Tomure, How nice of you to invite us...

TO Williams says:
::Conceals his phaser::

CNS Solok says:
::Exits the TL and enters the bridge, looks around and pauses, raising an eyebrow. Self: Intriguing::

FCO Horn says:
::turns back to console and tapps more buttons (don't want to hit an asteroid )::

CEO Starks says:
::taps combadge:: *CPO* take who you need Zimm I'm going to go to the bridge if you need me

Tomure says:
CO: The pleasure I assure you is all mine.  Answer this for me, this ship can land on the surface, cant it?

OPS Stidd says:
::returns to his post::

CEO Starks says:
:: enters bridge and stops just inside the doorway at the sight of Tomure ::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::walks into the TL,& helds to the Bridge::

CNS Solok says:
::Moves to Stidd:: Stidd: I assume that he is one of the 'gateway' species?

Host John A says:
CO Fowler says: Tomure: Yes, we need a space 700 by 400 meters , flat preferably

CPO Zimmerman says:
::walks back into main engineering and gets the attention of two crewpersons::

CSO Ikari says:
::notices Jimmy and gives an assuring nod::

CEO Starks says:
::raises eyebrow to Ike ::

Tomure says:
::steps over to helm:: May I? ::points to the helm controls::

CPO Zimmerman says:
Crewpersons: You're with me.  Grab a diagnostic kit and let's get after it...

CSO Ikari says:
::gives a little shrug::

OPS Stidd says:
CNS: He is Mr. Solok, his name is Tomure.

CPO Zimmerman says:
<Crewperson>::takes kit out of locker:: CPO: We're with you. What's the job, sir?

Host John A says:
CO Fowler says: Tomure: Mr. Horn will land us, provide him with coordinates please.

CNS Solok says:
Stidd: I see. ::Points to the giant door:: And that?

Tomure says:
::Keys in some coordinates::  Horn: Land us there, if you will.

FCO Horn says:
::Looks up and looks at Tomure and then to CO and back again::

Host John A says:
CO Fowler says: ::Nods at FCO::

FCO Horn says:
::Looks a CO with Questioning look::

CTO Riker says:
::  looks at Ryan ::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::arrives on the Bridge, looks at Tomure & the Door, then walks over to Stidd:: OPS: this is the one you spoke of correct? ::nods to Solok::

TO Williams says:
::Remembers once reading an article on Q's that happened to Captain Picard once, and notices some similarities::

Host John A says:
FCO: Do it Tom

CPO Zimmerman says:
::frowns:: Recalibration of the magnetic transfers for the tertiary ODN lines ::points finger at crewman:: Don't call me sir.  I work for a living...::turns and mumbles to self:: Could have been an officer...damn good one too...

FCO Horn says:
ALL: Yes Ma'am ::touches panel and begins landing procedures::

Tomure says:
CO: The entire crew will be needed on this one Capt.

CNS Solok says:
::Nods back:: CMO: Doctor.

Host John A says:
ACTION: The door disappears

OPS Stidd says:
CMO: It is, Dr.  It is.

Host John A says:
CO Fowler says: Tomure : Very well

TO Williams says:
::Raises an eyebrow at CTO, and makes a small inquiry movement, as if sayin "What"::

CTO Riker says:
::jumps back:: ALL: what the........... that was strange 

CMO T`Ryl says:
::watches the door vanish:: All: how strange indeed

CNS Solok says:
::Looks to where the door was.:: All: Well...

FCO Horn says:
::as ship enters lower atmosphere, extends landing struts:: CO: Extending landing struts.

CTO Riker says:
ALL: what now ? 

TO Williams says:
::Walks over to the CSO:: CSO: Ever read about the Q?

Tomure says:
::Laughs at the reactions of the crew::

CEO Starks says:
:: moves to ENG station :: *COM* Engineering: prepair for atmosperic entry

CSO Ikari says:
TO: Just some articles in a few journals from school.

OPS Stidd says:
::Adjusts power flow for landing on planet::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The little ship dips into the atmosphere then levels for final approach

TO Williams says:
CSO: Ever read about a Q, and Captain Picard and his actions, they are quite similar, aren't they?

CPO Zimmerman says:
*CEO* Understood, sir.  Configuring systems for gravity .::looks at crewmen:: You heard the man! The recalibrations can wait. Let's go people!

CTO Riker says:
:: walks over to  his  council and   pulls up a file  transfers it to a  padd and  walks over to the CSO::  CSO/TO: you might want to take a look at this 

TO Williams says:
CSO: Too our situation that is.

FCO Horn says:
CO: Beginning final approach sequence

CSO Ikari says:
TO: Well, just be thankful that this Tomure isn't as hostile as that Q that Picard ran into.

CMO T`Ryl says:
::looks around at the crew seeing all the puzzled faces::

TO Williams says:
::Holds the PADD for the CSO to also see:: CSO/CTO: Hm....

CSO Ikari says:
CTO: What do you have Lt?

Host John A says:
CO Fowler says: FCO: Ease us in Tom, This place is old and crumpling

FCO Horn says:
CO: Yes ma'am

CTO Riker says:
CSO: some info that maybe  helpful  if that guy was Q  then ......

Tomure says:
::Speaks and his voice is heard throughout the ship::  Upon landing you all will follow me please to a place we have prepared for you.

CNS Solok says:
::Thinks to himself about the reports of the creatures the Enterprise encountered, and thinks of the similarities::

TO Williams says:
::Raises an eyebrow, then grins:: CSO/CTO: Even giving the circumstance, I doubt he is a Q.

CSO Ikari says:
TO/CTO: From what Lt. Stidd has told us, Tomure is not a Q, and we have no reason not to believe him.

Tomure says:
::Looks to Riker:: CTO: Don’t ever confuse me with the Q.

TO Williams says:
::Nods at CSO:: CSO: Of course, but it IS fascinating

CNS Solok says:
::Wonders about the response that he heard from Tomure::

FCO Horn says:
::lands the ship on the surface smoothly:: All: we have landed.

TO Williams says:
::Notices how little the ship moved:: FCO: Nice Landing.

CTO Riker says:
:: looks at Tomure :: Tomure: some Q are nice  not all are evil 

CSO Ikari says:
::aside:: TO: Fascinating yes, but don't let him impress you too much, Lt.

Tomure says:
All: Lets go everyone ::Ignores comment from Riker::

FCO Horn says:
TO: Thank you

CNS Solok says:
::Looks to the CO::

TO Williams says:
::Grins at the CSO:: CSO: I won't have a problem with that, Sir.

OPS Stidd says:
::prepares to go planet side ::follows the CO and Tomure::

CO Fowler says:
::Looks back at the CNS::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::watches the Crew & Tomure, wondering what will happen next::

CPO Zimmerman says:
*CEO* Sir, we heard that last request.  Is it for the entire crew?  I don't like leaving the ship on auto.....

CNS Solok says:
CO: I take it we follow then?

CSO Ikari says:
::walks next to Jimmy:: CEO: This could prove fun.  ::smirks::

TO Williams says:
::Whispers to CO:: CO: Shall we take weapons?

Host John A says:
ACTION: The crew departs and follows Tomure to a clearing that has a monolith in it's center

CMO T`Ryl says:
::goes with the rest of the crew, planet side::

Tomure says:
CO: Shall we Nancy? ::Extends a hand in polite pose::

CEO Starks says:
*CPO* Neither do I Zimm but an order is an order this is a first contact situation ::follows the crew out of the ship::

CNS Solok says:
::Follows the group::

CEO Starks says:
::returns Ike's smirk:: CSO: yeah....fun

CO Fowler says:
::Gives Tomure a look before taking his hand::

Tomure says:
::Looks around the group and shouts:: All: Can I have everyone’s attention please!!! ::waits for everyone to give him their attention::

FCO Horn says:
::Looks at monolith::

CNS Solok says:
::Looks towards Tomure::

Host Guardian says:
All: Since before your race stood on two feet, I have awaited a question....

TO Williams says:
::Is glad he grabbed a tricorder at the last second::

CPO Zimmerman says:
::looks to engineering crew:: Alright people. Lock it down.  Security protocol alpha 3. Everyone on his best behavior, now .::leaves main engineering with crew::

CNS Solok says:
::Raises an eyebrow at the Guardian::

Tomure says:
All: Very good people.  This is what is going to happen while you are here,  I will escort you one at a time to the Guardian.  He will show you a part of your past and if you desire to change that part of your life it will be done, but know this, Some things come with a very high price, so be sure you are willing to pay the price. Solok your 1st.

Tomure says:
::Turns and walks away not even seeing if he is being followed or not::

CNS Solok says:
::Jumps, and looks to Tomure:: Tomure: Me? I have no need...

TO Williams says:
::Begins to think::

FCO Horn says:
::watches the scene unfold before him::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::looks to the CNS, raising an eyebrow::

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: Now what is this all about?  Think command knows about this?

CPO Zimmerman says:
::joins the main crew at the Guardian::

Tomure says:
CNS: We don’t have all day Mister!

TO Williams says:
::Nods at the CPO, wondering why he is here::

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: The image within the Stone Arch changes to a dessert planet... Some children play as the images play one child grows to a strong and healthy man.

CEO Starks says:
CSO: I doubt that...::whispers:: just go along with it, we want to make nice nice with a possible new member to the federation

TO Williams says:
::Begins to think of what he would like to change::

Host Guardian says:
Solok: The answer you seek child is there

CNS Solok says:
::Looks around and thinks:: Tomure: Vulcan?

CEO Starks says:
::stares at the Arch and the sense beginning to appear ::

TO Williams says:
All: Wow...

Tomure says:
CNS: Part Vulcan and Part Human.

CNS Solok says:
Tomure: All right. I am ready.:: Goes to the Guardian::

CO Fowler says:
::Watches the crew milling about the Guardian::

TO Williams says:
::Stares blankly at the CO:: CO: Wow

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: As the CNS approaches the Mans life continues to unfold, till he is a solemn old gentleman

CMO T`Ryl says:
::watches Solok, with the Guardian......& then the faces of the crew & the man::

FCO Horn says:
::gets closer to the CO and whispers:: CO: Do you have any idea what the purpose of this is?

CNS Solok says:
::Turns to Tomure:: Tomure: May I speak to him...er...me?

CO Fowler says:
::Glances at Tom:: FCO: Not really. 

Tomure says:
CNS: It is not you and what you see are shadows of the time yet to come.

CNS Solok says:
Tomure: If it is not me, then who is it?

CPO Zimmerman says:
::looks uncomfortable:: CEO: Why would anyone want to relive the past.  The present is what we need...

Tomure says:
CNS: Search your heart for in it you already know who it is.

Host Guardian says:
All: The One known as Ike, you are troubled... COME!

CEO Starks says:
CPO ::whispers:: some things shouldn't be in our power to change..

CEO Starks says:
::looks to Ike ::

CSO Ikari says:
::mutters under his breath then moves forward::

CO Fowler says:
::Sees Ike start at the mention of his name::

CNS Solok says:
::Walks back to the group, wondering about the Guardians cryptic comments.::

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: The scene in the arch changes to a funeral on Earth

Tomure says:
CNS: Talk to Stidd, He will help you

TO Williams says:
::Looks at the FCO::

TO Williams says:
::Sits down on a large rock::

CNS Solok says:
::Turns to Stidd:: Stidd: I do not understand.

FCO Horn says:
::Sees TO looking and looks back and shrugs shoulders::

CSO Ikari says:
::turns angrily to Tomure:: Tomure: Why are you showing me this?

TO Williams says:
::Smiles at the FCO's gesture, but sobers up due to the events unfolding::

CEO Starks says:
:: worried about what this sense represents for Ike ::

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: Changing again, it reveals a Shinji of about 12 years holding his mother and crying at the death of his best friend.

Tomure says:
CSO: It is what is in your heart, I show you nothing you don’t desire.

CO Fowler says:
::Watching the scenes change and not wanting to intrude on Ike's "session"::

CSO Ikari says:
Tomure: No, this isn't right.  You can't change what happened.

Host Guardian says:
CSO: Choose you path child... You can have your Mother, But your path will change from that moment, and another will be lost.... CHOOSE!

CSO Ikari says:
::disgusted with what is happening, Ike storms away, shaking his head at the CO::

CEO Starks says:
:: looks at Ike  ::

Tomure says:
All: The choice is made.

TO Williams says:
::Wonders what’s happening::

Tomure says:
All: Mr. Riker, Come Forth.

CO Fowler says:
::Tries to reach out to Ike, but he storms past::

CTO Riker says:
:: walks  forward ::

TO Williams says:
::Thinking, not knowing what to do::

Host Guardian says:
CTO: I see your loss.

CNS Solok says:
::Looks to the CO::CO: Captain, I am concerned about this ability to change the past and see the future.

CTO Riker says:
:: looks  at the   guardian :: 

OPS Stidd says:
CNS: It is what this life form does all the time.

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: The images again shift from a younger Riker turning in disgust from a woman, then back to the CTO and the same woman in a pleasant dinner together

CMO T`Ryl says:
::thinks about the man that had stood before Solok.....smiling::

CO Fowler says:
CNS: True, but how many times have you wondered if you could just go back and do this or that differently?

Host Guardian says:
CTO: CHOOSE!

CTO Riker says:
SELF: Karila.............

CTO Riker says:
 Guardian:  i want her  back  ill do any thing   she was  my  heart and soul  

TO Williams says:
::Nods at the CO, overhearing the conversation::

CNS Solok says:
CO: Every day, but I know the dangers that lie that way. If one were given the choice that doesn't have the wisdom, things can become dangerous

CPO Zimmerman says:
::starts to look for a way to excuse himself from the area::

Tomure says:
CTO: Is that your choice?

CTO Riker says:
TOMURE: yes 

Tomure says:
::With a wave of his hand the change is completed and nothing is as it once was.  He looks at you and says:: What you have desired is now yours ,::Pauses:: enjoy it.

Host Guardian says:
CTO: It is done...she waits for you

CO Fowler says:
::Nods:: CNS: Yes, that is the hard choice. I Know things happen for a reason, but its still hard not to at least wonder about the path not taken

FCO Horn says:
::wonders what he would want to change, if anything::

TO Williams says:
::Smiles at the CTO::

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: the CTO is visible shaken as memories are replaced in his mind with happier ones

CTO Riker says:
:: looks at Ryan ::

CNS Solok says:
CO: I can't help but think that this is too dangerous for us to have the opportunity to use.

Host Guardian says:
<edit> happier

CTO Riker says:
:: falls to his knees  and starts to weep :: 

Tomure says:
::Helps Riker up and takes him back to the group::

CO Fowler says:
::Motions to Riker:: CNS: I think you might have a session there

CTO Riker says:
::  walks over to  rejoin the  others ::

Tomure says:
All: T'Ryl of Vulcan, Come forth!

TO Williams says:
::Pats the CTO on the back:: CTO: It's all right man.

CMO T`Ryl says:
::looks to the Guardian::

CNS Solok says:
::Moves to Riker:: CTO: Are you well?

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: Again the image in the Arch shows a young Vulcan Child playing, This time, a girl

CTO Riker says:
CNS: ill be fine 

CMO T`Ryl says:
::walks over to it, seeing the girl:: Tomure: what is this......she is gone ::tears run down her face::

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: The picture changes  from a Vulcan child’s grave to a Young Vulcan boy, Oddly familiar playing in the same place.

CO Fowler says:
::moves over to Riker:: CTO: Riker.....?

Tomure says:
::Lightly stokes her back:: CMO: Watch and listen.

CEO Starks says:
Self: ::looking at the arch whispers to self :: oh man

CNS Solok says:
::Hesitantly puts a hand on Rikers shoulder:: CTO: Very well, if you need to talk...::Trails off::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::looks to the new image......feels joy::

Host Guardian says:
CMO: You know the past and the Future... You may not have both... CHOOSE!

CO Fowler says:
::Watches Solok and Riker with concern on her face::

CMO T`Ryl says:
Guardian: the future

CTO Riker says:
CO: Nan  id like a  LOA  effective   immediately 

Host Guardian says:
CMO: It is done

Tomure says:
CMO: It is as it always has been.

CNS Solok says:
::Looks to Riker, then the CO:: CTO: Wait...

CMO T`Ryl says:
::nods to the Guardian.......smiling....but yet still sad::

CO Fowler says:
::Looks at Solok before answering Riker:: CTO: We'll talk about it on the ship

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: The images change to Starfleet command, Where Mr Ryan sees himself talking to a JAG Officer

TO Williams says:
::Looks at the scene in front of him:: Oh my....

CEO Starks says:
:: looks to the TO ::

TO Williams says:
::Falls to his knees:: himself: No...

CNS Solok says:
::Nods at the CO and mouths the words 'thank you' to her.::

Host Guardian says:
TO: You feel you have betrayed a friend... Will you speak against him?

CO Fowler says:
::Gives a quick nod to Solok::

TO Williams says:
::Hesitates:: Guardian: Yes...

TO Williams says:
Guardian: I will....

TO Williams says:
::Gets back up, obviously shaken::

Host Guardian says:
TO: It is as it was...

Tomure says:
CNS:~~~~~~~~ Your work is cut out for you today, My Friend ~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TO Williams says:
::A single tear falls onto his cheek, as he walks back to the crew::

CNS Solok says:
Tomure: ~~~~~~I know......but why Tomure? ~~~~~~~~~

CO Fowler says:
::Catches Soloks eye and moves toward Williams:: TO: Ryan, you ok?

CTO Riker says:
:: looks at Ryan :: TO: you ok man

Tomure says:
CO: Captain it is your turn.

CMO T`Ryl says:
::walks over to Ryan:: TO: it will be ok Ryan

CO Fowler says:
::Straightens:: Tomure: I guess I'm ready

TO Williams says:
ALL: I'll... need some time, but... I don't know...

CNS Solok says:
::Moves to Ryan:: Ryan, ::Looks in his eyes:: Tell me.

Tomure says:
CNS:~~~~~~~~~~~ A test for you all. ~~~~~~~~~~~

CNS Solok says:
::Begins to understand vaguely, and nods to himself::

TO Williams says:
CNS: An old friend... Starfleet.... ::begins to sob::

CO Fowler says:
::Stands before the Guardian::

CNS Solok says:
::Nods:: Ryan: We will speak of it later, ok?

TO Williams says:
::Barely nods::

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: The images Change to a young Nancy Fowler, declining a position in the merchant Marines to Join Starfleet

CNS Solok says:
::Speaks softly:: Ryan: You have saved my life, to not help you is not acceptable, understand?

TO Williams says:
::Nods::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::watches the CO:: Self: how can this be a good thing if it causes pain

CO Fowler says:
::Looks at Tomure:: Tomure: That was a hard choice to make

CO Fowler says:
Tomure: But I couldn't do both

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: images unfold... a scorned lover named WA, an affair with a former helmsman, among others

Tomure says:
::Looks at Nancy::  Watch and choose, yet again.

CO Fowler says:
::Gasp at the image of WA::

Host Guardian says:
.CO: you have regrets? Choose

CNS Solok says:
::Turns to watch the CO::

CO Fowler says:
::She thinks but then decides:: Guardian: I will keep my life as it was and as it will be

Host Guardian says:
CO: It is done

Tomure says:
::Smiles at her choice::

FCO Horn says:
::comes out of self thought and watches the situation that is unfolding before him::

CEO Starks says:
::relived that the captain choose to keep the life that would keep her with us ::

CO Fowler says:
::Lets out a breath she didn't realize she was holding:: 

TO Williams says:
::Begins to collect himself, but still is shaken::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::agrees with the CO's choice:: CO: t is not so easy is it?

CO Fowler says:
::Smiles at the vision of a certain helmsman:: Tomure: Thank you for showing me what might have been

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: As the pictures change again, The CEO recognizes his Father stuffing wounded into an escape pod in a fiery smoke filled hallway

Tomure says:
CO: We are not done yet.

CNS Solok says:
::Sees Ryan collecting himself and rests a hand on his shoulder and nods::

CEO Starks says:
::moves to the arch mouth drops slightly open::

CO Fowler says:
CMO: No. Its not easy, but I am glad to know I made the right choice so long back

Tomure says:
CO: you and I

CEO Starks says:
Self: Dad.......

CO Fowler says:
Looks at Tomure:: Tomure: I had a feeling you would say that

CMO T`Ryl says:
CO: nor could I change me future.....for what was in the past....that would be the same all over again

CEO Starks says:
Guardian: that's the Melbourne.....wolf 359

Tomure says:
::Smiles at the Captain::

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: The Images continue and the man reaches for a pulse on a badly bleeding man... The lips of the panicked crew read, " He wont make it! get in!"

CNS Solok says:
::hears Starks and bows his head. Self: yet another....::

Host Guardian says:
All: This is what you call a hero... He can be again... CEO: CHOOSE!

CO Fowler says:
::Starts to take a step towards Jimmy, but stops::

CNS Solok says:
::Sees the CO move and shakes his head::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::sheds a tear for the visions that are before the CEO::

CEO Starks says:
Guardian: He died a hero....::eyes water::...and he'll always be one, I can't imagine my life had he not died. I wouldn't even be here. I choose for the past to remain as it was

CPO Zimmerman says:
:looks at the CEO's torment and shivers::

Host Guardian says:
CEO: It is done

CO Fowler says:
::Moves instead to Solok:: CNS: I'll let the crew know that you and I will be available to talk anytime ::Whispered::

CEO Starks says:
::turns from the arch::

CNS Solok says:
::Nods to the CO:: CO: Of course Captain, and that means that you can come to my office as well.

CMO T`Ryl says:
::hears the CO::CO: you can count me in to Ma'am, I may not have all the clas of our Counsiler...btu I have learned a thing or two

CMO T`Ryl says:
edit<class>

CO Fowler says:
::Gives Solok a small smile:: CNS: An order as a paitent? Or as a friend?

CNS Solok says:
::Allows a small smile:: CO: I leave that for you, as my superior officer, to decide.

CPO Zimmerman says:
::meets the CEO half way, reaches out and sqeezes him on the shoulder::CEO: You made the right, lad.

CO Fowler says:
::Nods at Solok then she moves to Jimmy::

CPO Zimmerman says:
<edit> choice

TO Williams says:
::sighs::

CEO Starks says:
CPO: ::half laughs:: thanks Zimm

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: Pictures fade the coalece to form images of the FCO, then Change to A similar looking attractive woman sitting at the helm of the Pharaoh....

FCO Horn says:
::Looks at the images::

CNS Solok says:
::Looks at the CMO:: CMO: You are my immediate superior, so you can help regardless. It is my belief that we will both have our hands full for quite a while.

CO Fowler says:
::Sees a woman at teh helm adn looks at Tom::

CO Fowler says:
Edit<the and >

Host Guardian says:
FCO: You wonder about your body, it can change to ease your curiosity....

TO Williams says:
::looks at the images then at the FCO:: What that....

FCO Horn says:
::stands in disbelive::

OPS Stidd says:
::Raises an eyebrow at the in the guardian::

CMO T`Ryl says:
CNS: I am sure we will.::thinks about all the images they saw before them::

FCO Horn says:
::looks at Tomure and nods head yes::

Tomure says:
FCO: This is Your choice?

Scott is now known as CTO_Yohanson.

FCO Horn says:
Tomure: Yes it is.

Tomure says:
::With a wave of his hand the change is completed and nothing is as it once was.  He looks at you and says::What you have desired is now yours,::Pauses:: enjoy it.

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: The woman in the picture stands in the FCos place

TO Williams says:
ALL: Oh... my....

CO Fowler says:
::Sees the changed FCO:: CNS: I think you will most deffinatly be busy

OPS Stidd says:
::Stands Stunned by the change::

TO Williams says:
FCO: I guess this will put a kink in our relationship

FCO Horn says:
::looks at Herself::

TO Williams says:
::Grins at the FCO for a second::

CEO Starks says:
FCO:........not bad

CNS Solok says:
::Nods to the CO, mouth hanging open:: CO: Me too.

FCO Horn says:
::looks up and watches the reactions from the rest of the crew::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::looks to the FCO, & then pulls out a PADD:self: this one is for the medical records

CO Fowler says:
FCO: SO what should we....uh....call you?

Tomure says:
Stidd: Your next friend.

TO Williams says:
::Pulls out his tricorder he grabbed::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::looks to the CNS...frowning::

CO Fowler says:
::Reaches over to Solok and pushes his mouth closed::

TO Williams says:
CO: Hes.... well... a woman... look. ::Hands the tricorder to the CO:

FCO Horn says:
CO: I do not know ::thinking for a name::

OPS Stidd says:
::Starts to step forward unsure of what is going to happen::

CO Fowler says:
::Takes the tricorder:: TO: Sure is

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: the images again change to show the likeness of Stidd

OPS Stidd says:
Self: Semaj

CO Fowler says:
::Notices the FCO's figure and unconsciously  looks at herself::

CNS Solok says:
::Shakes his head and notices the CMO:: CMO:~~~~~That was a shock~~~~~

Tomure says:
I know you have recent ly gotten word of the problems and your son and the crew dont have much time left to them.

Tomure says:
<edit>OPS:

OPS Stidd says:
::Battles for emotional control but losing it in the end::

TO Williams says:
::Flexes his huge bicep, thinking "hey, why not"::

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: Images of free floating suffering people appear in the Arch

OPS Stidd says:
::Begins crying::  Help me Tomure.

CMO T`Ryl says:
::looks to the CNS some what angered: CNS~~~~a male reaction~~~~

TO Williams says:
::Stops and looks at the picture::

CNS Solok says:
CMO:~~~~S omewhat...what would the humans call it...sexist, don't you think? I am Vulcan after all.~~~~~~

OPS Stidd says:
Tomure: They must be saved, He Must be Saved!

Tomure says:
OPS: Is this your choice?

CMO T`Ryl says:
CNS:~~~~correct you are Vulcan.....Vulcan's do not behave like that~~~~

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: The Monolith flares and a flash of light surrounds both Stidd and Tomure

OPS Stidd says:
Tomure: Yes!!!

CO Fowler says:
::Shields her eyes from the flash of light::

Host Guardian says:
OPS: You now know, what must be done... I will assist no more

CMO T`Ryl says:
::inner eyelids come down from the light::

CNS Solok says:
::Turns his head away::

TO Williams says:
::Shields his eyes, wondering what will happen::

Tomure says:
::In a voice for all to hear:: ALL: What is done can not be undone.  Your choices are made.  It is finished.

FCO Horn says:
::closes eyes from the bright light::

CO Fowler says:
::Outloud says:: All: Wha...

Host Guardian says:
All: One has served among you with great dignity and asked for Nothing.... Edward Zimmerman!

CEO Starks says:
::looks at crusty 'ol Zimm::

Tomure says:
::Helps Stidd to the Capt::

TO Williams says:
::Stares at Zimm::

CPO Zimmerman says:
::feels very conspicuous::

Host Guardian says:
ACTION: The images show a salt and pepper haired man, cramming for an exam...

CO Fowler says:
::Looks around and sees Zimmerman::

CEO Starks says:
::looks at image:: Self: is that Zimm?

CPO Zimmerman says:
::looks with horror to see his fantasy played out for all::

Host Guardian says:
CPO: You wonder, what your superiors life is like, regarding duty... will you join them?... CHOOSE!

CPO Zimmerman says:
::reaches up and takes the CPO rank bars off his tunic and weighs them::

TO Williams says:
::Grins at the CPO:: CPO: Yeah man

OPS Stidd says:
::Still not in complete control of his emotions, still wiping tears from his eyes::

CPO Zimmerman says:
::looks at the burn on his hand from the electrical shock::

CPO Zimmerman says:
::looks up:: Guardian::I am who I am.

CNS Solok says:
OPS:~~~~~~~ Stidd, you can come to me for help ~~~~~~~

Tomure says:
CO: He needs your help, but he will explain .::Nods towards Stidd::

CO Fowler says:
::Moves towards the FCO:: FCO: I think a visit to Sick Bay is the right thing to do. Then you and the Dr. will join me in my quarters

CPO Zimmerman says:
Tomure: I choose the past....

Host Guardian says:
CPO: It is as it was...

Host Guardian says:
All: I have learned much of you

TO Williams says:
::Sighs::

FCO Horn says:
::looks at CO with a confused look:: CO: Yes Ma'am

Host Guardian says:
CO: Will you allow my people to walk among you for a time? Soon we may rally under the same flag, but for now... we wish to observe. You have intrigued me.

CO Fowler says:
FCO: You have a lot of questions and we'll be happy to help you ::Puts her hand on hi....here shoulder::

FCO Horn says:
CO: Thank you

CMO T`Ryl says:
::walks over to the CO & FCO::FCO: yes we will help you

CO Fowler says:
Guardian: You may. But I expect you to follow common courtesy when interacting with my ship and crew

TO Williams says:
::Wonders what the CO will do, hoping its "Yes":

Host Guardian says:
****** End Mission******




